Virginia Beach Water Sampling Locations

1 inch = 12,000 feet

VB Code  Station Location
1  BACK BAY BEACH
2  LITTLE ISLAND BEACH SOUTH
3  LITTLE ISLAND BEACH NORTH
4  SANDBRIDGE SOUTH
5  SANDBRIDGE NORTH
6  DAM NECK SOUTH
7  DAM NECK MIDDLE
8  DAM NECK NORTH
9  CAMP PENDLETON
10  CROATAN
11  15TH STREET
12  28TH STREET
13  45TH STREET
14  63RD STREET
15  76TH STREET
16  FORT STORY SOUTH
17  FORT STORY WEST
18  FIRST LANDING PARK
19  SEA GATE
20  LESNBERG BRIDGE EAST
21  CHESAPEAKE BEACH
22  CHICK'S BEACH
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* This map represents approximate locations and values; it is subject to typos, errors, or special or particular purpose, and otherwise, express or implied including particular purpose, and otherwise, express or implied.

Disclaimer:

This mapping is for informational purposes only. The Virginia Department of Health does not guarantee the accuracy of the data. Use of this map is at your own risk. The Virginia Department of Health assumes no liability for any inaccuracies or omissions in the data and makes no warranties, expressed or implied, regarding the use of this data or its accuracy or reliability. The Virginia Department of Health assumes no responsibility for any loss or damage arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of the data. The Virginia Department of Health expressly disclaims responsibility for all incidental, consequential, or special, or particular purpose, and otherwise, express or implied.
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